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Abstract
This article will analyze why Moon’s administration have caused the current conflict with Japan and how the government has exploited the situation. In particular, this paper will examine the reason why Moon’s administration denies the “Treaty on Basic Relations between Japan and the Republic of Korea” which was signed in 1965 and doggedly insists that Japan is responsible for this conflict. As the conclusion of this paper, we can see the issues occurring in South Korea regarding Japan can be attributable to the ideological basis.
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Resumen
Este artículo analiza por qué la administración de Moon ha causado el conflicto actual con Japón y cómo el gobierno ha explotado la situación. En particular, este documento examinará la razón por la que la administración Moon niega el "Tratado sobre las relaciones básicas entre Japón y la República de Corea", que se firmó en 1965 e insiste tenazmente en que Japón es responsable de este conflicto. Como conclusión de este artículo, podemos ver que las cuestiones que se plantean en Corea del Sur con respecto a Japón pueden atribuirse a un planteamiento ideológico.
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1. Introduction

Given the current economic and political status of South Korea, it is remarkable to consider that the country was founded in 1948, having a history of less than one hundred years. During this period, South Korea has undergone various periods of turbulence. Emerging from a period of colonization, it endured the Korean War, ideological conflicts, and has managed to achieve democratization. Throughout this time, South Korea has enjoyed unprecedented success from various aspects. This is not only due to its political system but also as a result of its geopolitical status. With four great powers surrounding South Korea, specifically China, Japan, Russia, and the United States, it has been able to benefit from its geopolitical location but at the same time assumed the responsibility for playing a major role in its international affairs. This diplomatic position, however, has come under pressure since the election of Moon Jae-in. Having placed more emphasis on ideological approaches to diplomatic issues, the Moon administration has seen its ties with Japan deteriorate. It is difficult to imagine that such an outcome could have emerged. Both countries are now locked in a trade war, which echoes the sentiments of President Donald Trump, who stated that “a trade war is good and easy to win.”

On July 1, 2019, Japan announced new trade restrictions that tightened controls on the export of three chemicals which are crucial for producing semiconductors in Korea. Japan based this action on the claim that South Korea was leaking sensitive information to North Korea. South Korea immediately challenged this action, but Japan stuck to its original position. Following this measure, Japan took matters further by removing South Korea from its “White List.” South Korea reacted by removing Japan from its own “White List.” Though it is assumed that the damage to South Korea may be greater than that to Japan, it is clear that both countries will suffer from this action.

How could both countries end up in this unprecedented crisis? Why is there no sign of any settlement between the two countries? To resolve this issue, we have to first find out why this conflict began in the first place. What was the driving force behind this conflict? Some people seek to understand this issue only in diplomatic terms. But there is nothing completely independent by itself, especially when concerned with politics. So, we have to ask ourselves whether this conflict actually emerged due to diplomatic reasons or rather, as Kissinger pointed out, to address the reasons underlying this conflict, whether it should be considered in terms of its historical and cultural background?

We can grasp a clue from the Shinzo Abe’s remarks. He stated that “South Korea kept performing the act of destroying the relationship of trust by infringing on the 1965 Agreement.” By the infringement, he was referring to the verdict by South Korea’s Supreme Court regarding

---

3 Under this new regulation, Japanese companies would need a license for each chemical when exporting to South Korea three at a time. These include fluorinated polyamides, photoresists, and hydrogen fluoride. This licensing process could take up to 90 days, which can have a serious impact on Korea’s semiconductor industry.
4 The list of nations which are exempted from additional export procedures for all products
5 Kana Inagaki, Song Jung-a, Edward White: “Japan cuts S Korea from export ‘white list’ as trade tensions rise” Financial Times, 2 August 2019
8 Lim Gyeonggu: “Abe once again blames South Korea, damage of trust between countries” Presian, 27 August 2019.
compensation for the “Comfort Women”. The issue of the “Comfort Women” has long been a source of conflict between the two countries, which has been also entangled with the issue of forced labor. However, former President Park Geun-hye reached an agreement with Japan to manage this issue but under the Moon Jae-in administration the Supreme Court issued the verdict that Japanese companies should pay compensation for the forced labor.

For this action, Japan accused South Korea of destroying diplomatic trust. The question we must ask is whether South Korea unilaterally broke the agreement on the “Comfort Women” issue, neglecting legitimate procedure and if so, on what philosophically political ground was it possible. This article will show that the South Korean government destroyed the diplomatic agreement without legitimate procedural guarantee. The ground which made this possible can be explained in terms of the political identity that the Moon administration is pursuing. As President Moon explained, “this conflict is more about emotion, the historical grievance against Japan’s colonization of South Korea.” This shows that South Korea’s government is confronting these international issues not from a diplomatic approach but from an historically-based ideology. This is the reason why this conflict is not just a diplomatic spat but is focused on colonialism and historical grievances.

What is the political identity that the Moon administration is pursuing? Here, this identity is the way in which the diplomacy of South Korea’s government has become one which is pursued in emotional terms not realistic ones. In fact, the answer to this question has already been provided by Moon himself. He has defined his government within the framework of the “Candlelight Revolution.” What kind of political meaning does the Candlelight Revolution have for the Moon administration? The most recent incarnation of this movement emerged as part of the scandal surrounding former President Park Geun-hye who was impeached after influence-peddling crimes committed by her confidant Choi Soon-Sil. The suspicion suggested by the newspapers went public by this candlelight movement. The candlelight revolution for the Moon’s administration in this regard has basically taken on the approach of Jeogpyecheongsan or the phasing out of past evils. It is no surprise that Moon’s government defines itself as a candlelight government and the main priority for his government is to achieve Jeogpyecheongsan.

There are different views regarding this revolution. Conservative newspapers see this as politically-biased incident instigated by left-wing newspapers. It is understandable that various people with different ideology may interpret the candlelight revolution in a range of ways. This diversity of opinion is the very spirit that South Korea’s constitution guarantees. However, if this pursuit of diversity becomes the obstacle for pursuing individual freedom, it cannot be regarded as a liberal society. So, the function of a just state is to increase personal freedom under law, not to decrease it. In this regard, the question we must ask ourselves is under the Moon administration, whether this obstacle has emerged or not. This will be answered

---

9 This refers to the women who were forced to be sex slaves for the Japanese army during World War II, some of whom are still alive today. Also see Economist, July 18, 2019, A trade dispute between Japan and South Korea has Trumpian echoes
10 “Opening Remarks by President Moon Jae-in at Emergency Cabinet Meeting”, at https://english1.president.go.kr/BriefingSpeeches/Speeches/630
11 Catherine Kim: “The escalating trade war between South Korea and Japan, explained”, Vox, 9 August 2019.
13 Jeogpye literally means the evil effects accumulated during long periods. Under the term of Jeogpye, President Moon sought to remove all trace of Koreans deemed as collaborators during Japanese rule and do away with deep-rooted corruption.
by examining the Candlelight revolution, which is part of the Moon administration’s identity. With this, we can begin to grasp why South Korea’s government has not approached this in diplomatic terms, why the previous agreement was so easily broken, and by conclusion, the current diplomatic conflict Korea faces.

To have a grasp of the characteristics of the Candlelight Revolution, a review of the existing studies will be conducted in section 1. For this, I confine it to the one that took place in 2016, which the Moon administration based its policies on. In section 2, based on the analysis of the Candlelight Revolution, I will trace the process of conflict between Japan and South Korea, by which we can see there is linkage between the Candlelight Revolution and the resulting international dispute. By conclusion, I will emphasize that the ideologically-based diplomatic approach that the Moon administration has pursued should be changed if it truly wishes to have a peaceful relationship with Japan.

2. Candlelight Revolution

Former President Park Geun-hye was impeached by corruption charges related to her confidant Choi Soon-Sil. The charges were made public by JTBC, a South Korean news broadcasting station. But the story JTBC reported was mostly speculation, for there was not so much evidence regarding this issue as the prosecution at the time reported. The accusation they suggested later proved argumentative, which led Choi Soon-sil to file a suit against Son Seokhui, the chairman of JTBC. Until now it is not yet proven who is right, but the news report was enough to provoke demonstrations that came to be known as the Candlelight Revolution which called for the impeachment of President Park. With respect to the role of the Candlelight Revolution’s calls for impeachment, progressive media outlets have considered it as democratic, even comparable with the 1987 June Democracy Movement (Hangyoreh, 2019).

Reconsidering the impeachment of former President Park Geun-hye, the following question arises. How did the national assembly approve the impeachment that had not been determined by the law? On what perspective do we have to approach the Candlelight Revolution in relation to the constitution? South Korea is a liberal democracy, which is guaranteed by the Constitution. If there any malfunction existing in this system, it should be revised by the political leaders who are selected by the vote, following the procedure of law. With this regard, it is hard to call something liberal democracy if someone or something outside the law tries to correct or change it. Then the question arises, was the Candlelight Revolution’s movement supported by the law? Was the crowd who held the demonstrations selected by the voters? The answers to these questions are both no.

The Candlelight Revolution can be regarded as representative of the people, which means participation democracy. There is no denying that a democratic nation is founded by principle of the participation of the people so that participation democracy is to be the basis for democracy. But the arguments that a democratic nation is managed by the participation of people, that people’s participation does not end at the vote, and that people themselves can step forward as the representative, do not mean people can actually get involved in the system without a vote. So, the Candlelight Revolution would fail, if it cannot enter into the system by the act of a vote.

---

18 The public movement that forced the regime headed by Chun Doohwan to hold direct presidential elections.
Thinking about the meaning of the Candlelight Revolution in the context of liberal democracy, the examination done by existing studies is questionable. What perspectives existing studies have on Candlelight Revolution? Kim Sanjoon suggests that this movement showed the great power by which people can progressively and enthusiastically challenge the existing democratic system when it is believed to be malfunctioning. Hong Seonggu suggests that Article 1 of the Constitution, provides the basis for the people to have the right to restore democracy in person when the representative system and democracy walks in the opposite side. Other existing studies argue that it was this movement which induced the National Assembly to pass the motion for impeachment and the Constitutional Court to grant it, which is the reason why it should be considered as the massive spurt of aspiration for democracy and “the Glorious Revolution". In these existing studies, the expressions “showed great power,” “have the right to restore democracy,” and “massive spurt of aspiration for democracy,” and “Glorious Revolution" should not be interpreted as supporting the argument that people are able to get directly involved beyond the act of vote.

Why does liberal democracy limit the agent who can directly get involved in the system only to the ones selected by the vote? The reason for that is if we follow the participation democracy without any limitation by law, there is the possibility of being managed by the crowd. The problem for this is the tendency for the crowd, which is transforming the idea which has entered their brain into action, readily yielding to all suggestions, and having all the violence of feeling without the influence of reason. In this regard, if we let the crowd make their own choice in each instance, which must lead to the progressive destruction of freedom. This destruction of freedom is the reason why liberal democracy cannot be run on the expectation that all members will perform on the implied consent, but nation must require hierarchies in Fukuyama’s terms, specifically trust. The nation which does not operate in this representative way cannot be called liberal democratic, which is rather to be called direct democracy, whose likely result is the corruption (Montesquieu, 1872, 126).

If someone tries to deny this inseparable relationship between the representativeness and the liberal democracy, he should first deny the liberal democracy and the Constitution itself. In fact, there are studies which point out the problems of liberal democracy so that South Korea should progress not as representative democracy but as participation democracy by holding the Candlelight Revolution. Kim Daehwan argues that "as it is pointed out that the representative democracy which is adopted by the system of liberal democracy is away from the democratic representation, the limitation of liberal democracy is basically the result of the problem of the

21 Kim Sangjun: “A System change from the division system to the two states system on the Korean Peninsula: for the huge Korean candlelight rallies to be a true revolution”, Society and Theory, (2017), pp. 63-90.
26 Trust, in Fukuyama’s term, is the expectation that arises within a community of regular, honest, and cooperative behavior, based on commonly shared norms, on the part of other members of that community; Fukuyama, F. (1995): Trust, New York, Free Press Paperbacks.
27 M. de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu (1899) : The spirit of the laws, New York, The Colonial Press.
philosophy of liberalism". By the philosophical problem of liberalism, it means liberal philosophy denies the social aspect of human beings. In philosophical terms, human beings can be examined by the entity of individual and social beings, and on which aspect it should be stressed philosophers have different ideas. Then the question arises, is it reasonable if we deny the system of representative democracy based on this philosophically subjective interpretation?

Jung Byungkee argues that the identity of the people consisting of the Candlelight Revolution is the one who undergoes the period of contempt and hatred toward neoliberalism, having high interest at increasing the value of de-materialism and the social welfare and destroying the authoritarianism.29 The tendency to see all social issues attributable to liberalism and bureaucratic authoritarianism is not compatible with liberal democracy, rather it is the one supported by the left.30 The Constitution of South Korea states in Clause 119 that the Republic of Korea bases its order on economic freedom and creativity of the individuals and enterprises.

Denying the system of economic freedom is also echoed by the school of Frankfurt, which pursues the Marxist methodology in modern ways, suggesting that the freedom of enterprise spelled toil, insecurity, fear for the vast majority of the population, and authoritarianism. It also suggests that mechanization barred libido, which is the energy of life, from previous modes of realization.31 With the examination of the identity of people consisting of Candlelight Revolution, the question arises, can it be compatible with the Constitution that the crowd at the Candlelight Revolution is the basis for participation democracy?

There is a further study that defines liberal democracy in a questionable way. Hong Seongmin argues that the system of democracy should be based on the emotion people feel. He examines the reason for the Park’s administration’s failures based on people’s emotion. He says that the incident of Sewol ferry disaster and the government mismanagement of the incident as the destruction of the democratic symbol of the government.32 He believes that the reason for this is that people have the feelings of inhumane and coldness toward the government. Is it constitutional to decide whether the nation is democratic or not based on the emotion people have? The linkage between the people’s emotional disappointment and the failing of democracy is supported by Durkheim’s theory, on which this study also builds. But thinking about Durkheim’s view toward the individual, that 33 strengthening the societal integration at the price of individualistic characteristic is for the democracy, 34 whether his theory is compatible with liberal democracy is questionable.

With participation aspect taken apart from representative aspect of democracy, if we solely take the role of participation by the Candlelight Revolution as the means for liberal democracy, there remains the possibility that the law supporting the nation cannot be protected. The candlelight revolution going beyond the reign of the law has the possibility to become political means for specific interest groups. For example, Chung Chungrae, the former supreme political leader of the ruling party, Minjoo Party, tweeted that the verdict regarding the governor

31 Marcuse Herbert (1964): One-dimensional man, Boston, Beacon Press.
33 Durkheim wrote that the great upheavals in society, like great popular wars, sharpen collective feelings, stimulate the party spirit and the national one and, by concentrating activities toward a single end, achieve, at least for a time, a greater integration of society.
Kim Kyongsoo’s engagement at the manipulation of a vote was for the revenge against President Moon. He tweeted that it is time to hold the Candlelight Revolution when Kim Kyongsoo was remanded in custody. People holding candlelight argued against the verdict not by the law, but by calling him Jeogpye.

Even though the Candlelight Revolution has the merit of representing the spirit of participation democracy, it is also true that it is composed of emotional aspects away from regulation and law. So there always exists the danger that it can be employed by the anonymous public to circumvent the legal system. Before the Candlelight Revolution without reign of the law representing the specific interest group threatens the freedom of individual. This kind of candlelight is not the foundation of liberal democracy but the curse for it. That President Moon himself chooses the candlelight as the curse for liberal democracy is shown at his attempt to get rid of “liberal” from “liberal democracy” at the constitution. Who is Jeogpye President Moon refers to? Can it be possible that Jeogpye he refers to is the one determined by the Candlelight Revolution not by the law? Under President Moon’s government, this Candlelight Revolution has become the means to make anybody criminal.

3. Relations with Japan

Since 1945, there have existed many historical disputes between South Korea and Japan. Underlying this conflict is the fact that throughout the first half of the twentieth century Japan occupied Korea as its colony. The memory of being occupied still remains a raw emotion among the Korean people as an issue that has not yet been solved. President Moon Jae-in has sought to define his administration based partly on this historical background. The result of this definition is represented as Jeogpyecheongsan. As Moon himself said, Jeogpyecheongsan is the main priority for his government.

At first, it was limited to the field of history, but since 2016, it is no longer limited to historical issues but was extended to the policies of the previous conservative administrations, specifically Park Geun-hye and Lee Myung-bak. Jeogpyecheongsan seeks to define and eradicate evil is its objective so that it is based on the feeling of evil. It is quite worrying that a politically different stance is to be defined as evil based simply on the emotion. Such concerns were also echoed by Habermas. He pointed out that to avoid becoming emotional, ethnicity and the nation should be separated and the nation should be concretized by the constitution.

Is there any chance that the feeling of hatred and law can stand side by side? The law requires pure spirit without any emotion but only within the law itself to make judgement.

---

35 Kim Kyongsoo is suspected to have been engaged at the 2018 opinion rigging scandal.
36 Jung Chung-Rae argued that for the reason that the former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Yang Seungtae, was arrested for the monopoly of jurisdiction, the judge, Sung Changho, who once worked under Yang Seung-Tae, sentenced Kim Kyungsoo guilty.
37 Jeong Cheongrae (ssaribi): “Kim Gyeongsu is not guilty” February 2, 2019, 12:28 a.m. Tweet
38 Kim Taehun: “Released Kim Kyungsoo, and Sung Changho before the trial”, Segyeilbo, 17 April, 2019
39 Seo Jeonguk: “Democracy without freedom, what is the intention of Moon’s administration?”, Daillian, 4 May 2018.
42 “A trade dispute between Japan and South Korea has Trumpian echoes”, at https://www.economist.com/leaders/2019/07/18/a-trade-dispute-between-japan-and-south-korea-has-trumpian-echoes
43 Bae Junu: “The main priority for the government is ‘Jeogpyecheongsan’”, ChannelA, 19 July 2017
Hatred does not stand by the law and Jeogpyecheongsan does not either. That anybody holding the candlelight can make anybody a victim under the name of Jeogpye reminds us of the turmoil by the Red Guards during China’s Cultural Revolution.\footnote{A mass student-led paramilitary social movement guided by Mao Zedong, during the first phase of the Chinese Cultural Revolution; Kim Ilsoo: “Drain the Swamp and Swamp the Drain”, Gosi-law, Vol. 62, nº 12 (2017), pp. 2-4.} Is there any relationship between Jeogpyecheongsan and the current diplomatic conflict between South Korea and Japan? If we look through the cause for this diplomatic conflict South Korea faces, we can see how Jeogpyecheongsan manifests itself.

The current Korea-Japan conflict was initiated when Japan excluded South Korea from its trade “whitelist.” President Moon defined this action as economic retaliation against the Supreme Court’s verdict regarding enforced labor during colonial period.\footnote{“Opening Remarks by President Moon Jae-in at Emergency Cabinet Meeting”, at https://english1.president.go.kr/BriefingSpeeches/Speeches/630} Therefore the conflict between South Korea and Japan is not just a diplomatic issue but is rooted in this historical ideology. Much of the tensions have focused on the issue of whether the 1965 Normalization Treaty resolved the issue of compensation for the victims of forced labor during World War II. This tension came up again when South Korea’s Supreme Court in 2018 ordered Japanese firms to compensate the victims of forced labor, thereby overturning the 1965 treaty. This verdict led Japan to take action on July 4, 2019 when it began restricting exports to South Korea.\footnote{“A trade dispute between Japan and South Korea has Trumpian echoes”, at https://www.economist.com/leaders/2019/07/18/a-trade-dispute-between-japan-and-south-korea-has-trumpian-echoes.}

The question then arises on how this issue of compensation remained unresolved? How does the issue persist even though there is an agreement between both countries? In the 1965 agreement, it is stated that any outstanding issues related to property, rights, or interests among nationals of both people are settled.\footnote{Article II-1 is as follows, “the Contracting Parties confirm that [the] problem concerning property, rights and interests of the two Contracting Parties and their nationals (including juridical persons) and concerning claims between the Contracting Parties and their nationals, including those provided for in Article IV, paragraph (a) of the Treaty of Peace with Japan signed at the city of San Francisco on September 8, 1951, is settled completely and finally.”} Reflecting this agreement, on March 27, 2001, Japan’s Osaka District court ruled against a Korean plaintiff who claimed compensation, an appeal was dismissed by the Osaka High Court on November 19, 2002 and was also rejected by Japan’s Supreme Court on October 9, 2003.

Unlike Japan, the controversy regarding the compensation issue continued. As a result, on June 26, 2005, President Roh Moo-hyun chaired a committee to deal with the compensation issue which involved Moon Jae-in as the senior secretary for civil affairs. This committee concluded that “to the issue of comfort women, the legal responsibility of Japan’s government still remains,” but “to the issue of forced labor, it is to be considered settled by the 1965 Claims Settlement Agreement between Korea and Japan. South Korea’s government admitted that the $ 300 million it received is to be considered as the settlement for the compensation of forced labor”.\footnote{“Press release holding a joint committee regarding following countermeasure for the document release for the Korean-Japanese Conference”, at http://www.koreanbar.or.kr/pages/japandata/view.asp?teamcode=&category=&page=1&seq=7099&types=1005 &searchtype=&searchstr= 0} If this is the case, it is questionable how this issue came up again given that both countries admitted it had been settled.

In fact, the reason why even there existed a 1965 agreement, the controversy regarding compensation issue continued was that the conclusion south Korea made at 2005 assumed the
shortage of legitimacy. The committee decision of June 26, 2005 included the phrase, “the compensation was insufficient at moral aspect.” In using the phrase “moral aspect,” the Roh administration left some room for South Korea to address this issue at a later date.\(^{51}\) In this sense of appealing to the emotional aspect and not relying upon the rules and principles of a diplomatic agreement, the lack of legitimacy was already evident at that time.

With this legal decision instituted by the Roh administration, the Seoul Central District Court ruled against the victims of forced labour on April 4, 2008 and Seoul High Court dismissed an appeal on July 16, 2009. So, ostensibly, until 2009, it seemed there was a consensus on the issue of compensation between Japan and South Korea. Yet behind the scenes there always remained the likelihood of the 1965 agreement being broken by suggesting it was “morally” insufficient.

This vulnerability of legitimacy was eventually broken when on May 24, 2012, Kim Neunghwan, a justice of the Supreme Court, decided that the previous verdicts made by the Japanese Courts was against the Constitution and made reversed the previous decisions. He stated that “I made the verdict based on the feeling of founding a country.”\(^{52}\) Does the phrase “the feeling of founding a country” have legitimacy? What is the verdict like when it is made not from the law but from feeling? It cannot help but remind us that it is another example of the spirit of the Candlelight Revolution. As Kim Taegyu, chief prosecuting attorney, pointed out, if feeling was used for this argument, it can also be the counterevidence that shows its logic was unnatural or irrational.\(^{53}\)

After this reversal, the third court decided that the claim was not settled. What was the logic behind this? Even though the 1965 agreement, the property, settled the issues completely and finally, the logic the third court employed was as follows, “unless the illegality by Japanese colonization was stated at all, the claim beyond the article IV (a), which is to say, the claim connected with the illegality of colonization does not seem to be included.”\(^{54}\) This can be rephrased as, because it was not literally stated “the illegality of colonization,” the claim for the illegal act remains. Therefore only when Japan explicitly and directly confesses its sins, can both countries make an agreement. If the fact that there wasn’t word of ‘illegality’ in the 1965 agreement can be the reason why the agreement itself is invalid, why in the first place did both countries make an agreement? Was it not because both sides implicitly agreed that the colonization was illegal? And why did the court, neglecting the fact that in the agreement there is the phrase “including those provided for in Article IV,” seek to limit the claim as going beyond Article IV (a)? As Kim Taegyo argued, there is no point of having different interpretations regarding this phrase\(^{55}\) and there can be no doubt that the claim was settled by the 1965 agreement. For this reason, even though the issue of compensation should have been


\(^{52}\) Park taein: “Verdict for the impressment shaking Korea and Japan…lead character, Kim Neunghwan, supporting role, impeachment”, Joongangilbo, 15 August 2019.


\(^{55}\) “Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 no contention shall be made with respect to the measures on property, rights and interests of either Contracting Party and its nationals which are within the jurisdiction of the other Contracting Party on the date of the signing of the present Agreement, or with respect to any claims of either Contracting Party and its nationals against the other Contracting Party and its nationals arising from the causes which occurred on or before the said date.”
considered in a legitimate and systematic way, the Supreme Court made a verdict based on the matter of interpretation.\textsuperscript{56}

After its reversal, the Seoul High Court decided on July 10, 2013 that Japanese industries pay compensation for the victims. After this verdict was made, President Park Geun-hye secured an agreement with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, given the importance of economic and diplomatic relations with Japan. After this agreement, they both made a statement that all issues related to the “comfort women” are resolved “once and for all.” South Korea received an apology and $9.5m for the victims in exchange for promising that the Japan embassy has no responsibility for this issue and that South Korea will not use this issue as a diplomatic wedge again. But after President Park was impeached, President Moon dismissed this agreement under the name of \textit{Jeogpyecheongsan}. The Supreme Court confirmed on October 30, 2018, that Japanese industries should compensate the victims. This is the point where Abe Shinzo called out the falling trust between the two sides and the very reason why Japan excluded South Korea from its “White List”

Keeping track of the history of the current dispute between South Korea and Japan, it is believed that this dispute began with the court’s decision. There could be controversy at various levels as to whether the 1965 agreement was right or wrong. But the very spirit of liberal democracy is that the judicial branch should not consider the political meanings, rather it should remain focused on whether the interpretation of it infringed the general meaning of the law or not. Unfortunately, as Kim Taegyu said, the verdict made by the Supreme Court was employed as a means to incapacitate the general principles of the law.\textsuperscript{57} Even when there was an agreement between both countries, trying to deal with this issue in the sense of “the feeling of founding a country” and “at moral respect”, it cannot help but be questioned whether this situation is the result of the Candlelight Revolution and \textit{Jeogpyecheongsan}.

The reason for why this paper places responsibility for this conflict on President Moon lies with the fact that the ruling party of his government tried to use this diplomatic situation for political purposes. In the name of \textit{Jeogpyecheongsan}, they have fermented the dispute with Japan, which is shown by a report made by the ruling party’s think tank, the Korea Institute of Democracy. It clearly states that this dispute with Japan is going to be beneficial for the 2020 general election. As predicted, local governments encouraged this antagonism by installing banners labeled with “No Japan” slogans, banning Japanese products, and advocating a boycott campaign.\textsuperscript{58} Even the mayor of Busan, who belongs to the ruling party, sought to stop the business exchanges with Japan. And Cho Kuk, the senior secretary for civil affairs, posted the slogan of \textit{Jugchang-ga} on his Facebook.\textsuperscript{59} President Moon also contributed to this during his participation of a ceremony which was for the economy but he mentioned about the history of Admiral Yi Sun-sin who fought against Japan during the Imjin War of 1592.\textsuperscript{60}

Struck with the feeling of hatred, \textit{Jeogpyecheongsan}, and the anti-legitimacy, distorted Candlelight Revolution, President Moon’s administration did not approach this issue diplomatically. Thinking about South Korea’s role surrounded by China, Russia, Japan and

\textsuperscript{57} “Current Chief Prosecuting Attorney argues against Supreme Court”, at http://www.wikileaks-kr.org/news/articleView.html?idno=61703
\textsuperscript{58} Kim Rayun: “A municipal ordinance against Japan”, \textit{Segye Ilbo}, 19 August 2019.
\textsuperscript{59} The “Song of Bamboo Spear” that was popular during the democracy movement against the military regime in the 1980s, which symbolized the antipathy against Japan.
\textsuperscript{60} Yi Sun-Sin was a Korean naval commander, who fought against Japanese navy during the Imjin war in Joseon Dynasty.
United States, there is the chance that this failure of diplomacy is not limited to the economy but also to global relationships. In fact, the more worrying aspect is what will happen beyond South Korea and Japan relationship, such as the deteriorating relationship between South Korea and United States. As a liberal democracy, South Korea has traditionally been a close ally of the United States, which has always been the case even during the period of previous progressive governments. For example, for all the political risks, former President Roh Moo-hyun agreed to dispatch Korean troops to Iraq and signed the Korea-U.S. FTA. Combined these led to him being regarded as “realistic pragmatist.” Furthermore, former President Kim Dae-jung emphasized that the relationship between South Korea and Japan should not be stuck in the past, but be future-oriented. In this context, he founded a diplomatic foundation that helped to share each other’s culture.

This future oriented diplomacy followed by Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun has not been adopted by President Moon. The phrase by The Blue House, “nation before alliance” has been echoed by Donald Trump and evokes a sense of nationalism. Unstable relationship between South Korea, Japan and United States is resonated by the unprecedented threat from China and Russia. Just for 2019, there have been regular intrusions of South Korean airspace by China (15 times) and Russia (13 times). This peaked on July 23, when a Russian surveillance aircraft twice flew into South Korea’s Air Defence Identification Zone which led to warning shots being fired by South Korean fighter jets. The intriguing point is that Japan’s government officially made a complaint regarding South Korea’s action. It is believed that Japan raised the issue as a way to challenge South Korea over the Dokdo Island dispute reflecting the broader deterioration of relations. Furthermore, the U.S. reaction to this dispute is also worrying. Following the incident, the U.S. Department of Defense stated that “The U.S. strongly supports the South Korea’s and Japan’s action against China’s and Russia’s violation of airspace.” This has been interpreted as trying to take neither side of South Korea and Japan by not stating which nation’s ‘airspace’.

President Moon’s emotionally based diplomatic approach has brought about a conflict with Japan, and has also further deteriorated the relationship with the United States. On August 22, 2019, the Moon administration reversed the General Security of Military Information Agreement (GSOMIA), an intelligence-sharing agreement with Japan, and on August 30, announced that it desired to expedite the return process of 26 U.S. military installations. Even though the Korean government sought to limit the issue of GSOMIA to the Korea-Japan relationship, it did not consider the stance of the United States and the impact it could have the alliance. In response, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo mentioned during his visit to Canada regarding this issue that, “We are disappointed to see the decision that the South Korea made about that information sharing agreement.”

4. Conclusion

The current diplomatic conflict South Korea faces with Japan is on the verge of falling into a situation where no solution is left. Having paralyzed the bilateral agreement due to political
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ideology, South Korea’s government has destroyed its trust with Japan. Trust between nations is procured not by the feeling one has but by keeping promises. This is the point where South Korea is to blame for this conflict. Under President Moon, South Korea was buried under the idea that the public can do everything beyond the law. The spirit of the Candlelight Revolution under President Moon has succumbed to this approach. This can be the means for participation democracy, but expressed only within the system of law. If this is expressed beyond the law, it is a curse for liberal democracy disguised as participation democracy.

Under the presidency of Moon Jae-in, the Candlelight Revolution has become the symbol of weapon used against Jeogpye. The result of this distorted democracy spirit was represented as Jeogpyecheongsan by the Moon administration. As the Waseda University School of Political Science and Economics Professor Fukagawa Yukiko argued, the government of President Moon is subdued by activist thought, which is regarded as the extreme left movement based on the Marxist’s ideology. Jeogpyecheongsan is also based on nationalism, spreading the idea that South Korea can do everything by itself. Before the political phrase “Nation before alliance” based on the nationalism, South Korea cannot expect strong alliance with U.S. and Japan.

Eric Hobsbawm predicted there would be little chance for obvious protectionism to appear. But in the circumstance where U.S. chose Donald Trump, the UK Boris Johnson, Italy ‘five start movement’, Russia Putin, China Xi jinping, and Japan Shinzo Abe, it is concerned whether Hobsbawm’s prediction is wrong. In this situation, it might be worth questioning, ¿how should we deal with this situation within the system of liberal democracy?

In this issue, the decision made by president Moon to delay exiting GSOMIA is meaningful. What made president Moon make this decision? In fact, the approval rate for the president has dwindled for the issue of exiting GSOMIA and special measures agreement (SMA). And it seemed the atmosphere of anti-japan has been dwindled. The linkage between approval rate and the diplomatic approach shows us that the voter’s opinion can have influence on the president’s policy direction. In this respect, the active expression of the public and its reflection on the direction of policy can be a potent tool for discouraging the atmosphere of protectionism. ‘Market sovereignty’ can function as a realistic alternative to the democracy.

If President Moon really wants to resolve this situation, it would not be prudent for the government to not incite public antagonism toward Japan but rather it would be more effective to approach this problem as a diplomatic matter. In Japan, there has been signs of change. Secretary General of the Japan Liberal Democratic Party Nikai Toshihiro stated, “Japan should yield to South Korea what Japan should yield” and thereafter Samsung was selected as a 5G network solution provider in Japan. Now, it is time that President Moon took action. A rational approach is necessary, not the emotional one in this situation. How can this issue be dealt with rationally? The first part is to get past the spirit of the Candlelight Revolution, nationalism, and trivializing the law. Trust should be restored with Japan by sticking to the previous agreements.
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With such trust restored, South Korea can actually take responsibility as the “middle-man” between Japan, North Korea and America, which President Moon has long envisioned. In order to achieve peaceful relations with North Korea, it is important to restore the relationship with Japan through rational eyes.
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